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Abstract

Background: The increasing flow of information and the epidemiological situation of the last few years forces us to find tools
for organizing a productive collaboration distributed team of a student research group.

Method: Comparative analysis of six instruments (Trello, Office365, Meister, Bitrix24, Asana, Google Workspace) for collab-
oration on 12 criteria.

Results and Discussion: A large selection of tools for managing a distributed team allows flexibly organizing a project of
any complexity for a team of any size.

Conclusion: Using tools to collaborate with a distributed team allowed us to simplify the organization of the student research

group’s work and not stop working on projects under lockdown conditions.
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Background 

The student research group of the Department of Pathology conducts lectures, master classes, scientific projects, 

and joint meetings with other research groups. Work is organized by four people: two supervisors (directors of 

oncopathology and pediatrics) and the head and deputy head of the department. 

We have been looking for tools for distributed work since 2017 due to the growing territorial disunity of the team. 

Classes for students of the first two courses are held in the main building of our university. Starting from the third 

year, students move to the university clinicts, which, which may be located up to 30–40 km from the main building 

in a megalopolis. Supervisors maintain medical practices and scientific work in several clinics at different locations 
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within cities. Thus, gathering everyone in one place and at the same time became a non-trivial task. With the onset 

of the COVID19 pandemic, this became almost impossible. 

The main objective in organizing the work of a distributed team is project management. Every tool we reviewed 

is based on modern productivity methodologies: kanban [1], agile [2], scrum [3], or waterfall [4]. These 

methodologies are widely used in various branches [5] and gradually integrated into medical education [6, 7]. 

There is a wide range of productivity tools to choose from. We were looking for maximum functionality from a 

simple tool from a single source to reduce cost of configuration and integration. 

The main objectives that the tool should support: 

1) Setting and controlling tasks: task/project manager 

2) Graphic representation of ideas: mind map 

3) Collaborate on documents 

Choice criterion 

Onboarding 

Before starting tool selection, ask the team about the social media accounts they use. Creating additional 

registrations can be a small barrier. Systems that limit the choice of registration method include Asana (Google or 

email), Microsoft (email, phone or GitHub) and Google (email). The inconvenience of logging in to Microsoft and 

Google is offset by a wide range of ecosystem products. If you are using Windows 10, you can set up a sign-in 

with Hello [8], which significantly simplifies signing in to Windows 10 and Office365. Trello and Meister can be 

logged into through an account on many popular systems (Google, Apple, Facebook, etc.) 

The main problem at the start is always the time required to get acquainted with tools. Trello, Meister and Asana 

have the most comprehensive overview and reference materials. Other tools may require searching for a solution 

in the reference center, and implementation may take time. Sometimes it is better to look for a solution in a search 

engine, where you can find video tutorials and non-standard solutions for using the tools. For example, some 

websites explain how to use Google Sheets as a project manager or OneNote as Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM) software. 
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Project manager 

The easiest way to organize work is a list of tasks and a calendar. This method is more suitable for work on 

approved tasks than for project work. Microsoft ToDo and Google Tasks have very limited functionality. 

Specialized services allow creating task cards, moving them between projects, using lists in the card (subtasks), 

attaching files, assigning executors, and setting deadlines. 

Kanban boards or a Gantt chart can be used to control the project. A Gantt chart is useful when dependencies are 

the main factor in the schedule, whereas kanban boards can be used for jobs that do not have dependencies among 

themselves. In addition, a Gantt chart is appropriate when there is a preliminary plan for the entire content of the 

project, whereas the kanban boards are more suitable for cases where the entire plan arises and is finalized as the 

project develops. Kanban boards are better suited for recurring tasks (work with similar steps), and Gantt chart is 

better for managing a combination of different types of work. Note that the studied tools have a function to link 

tasks, and the individual cards on a kanban board can be converted to a Gantt chart. Other tools that allow linking 

tasks are MeisterTask, which has a fee for business users, and Bitrix24, which has a restriction of three links 

between tasks on a free plan. 

The easiest way to organize project work is Trello, MeisterTask and Asana because these services were created 

specifically for this kind of work. Unfortunately, Office365 plans do not include ready-to-use solutions for kanban 

boards and project management. Microsoft has separate Project and Planner applications, but they are not part of 

the basic package and require additional financial costs. To solve this problem, we recommend using the built-in 

MS Excel templates for project management and Gantt charts or a similar solution with Google Workspace. 

Bitrix24 has all the necessary components, but they have restrictions on the free plan, and the program requires 

time to master. 

Our experience has shown that the maximum effect when using links between tasks can be achieved by integrating 

memory maps (mind maps) into the project. 

Mind map 

The methodology of memory maps [9-11] has proven itself well for visualizing ideas. The use of this method for 

medical education is reflected in positive [12, 13] and restrained [14, 15] opinions. Our goal is to capture ideas, 

but not mnemonics. Memory maps are great for creating study design templates, articles, and reports; they allow 
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saving units of information on one board for later restructuring. The maximum effect of memory cards is obtained 

if nodes can be assigned as tasks and, in the same place, assigned to a performer without switching between 

instruments. Complete integration between a mind map program and a task manager is ideal. An additional benefit 

from such a bundle is distributing access rights to information without switching to paid tariffs. Different people 

can access tasks and memory cards for the same project. Of the studied tools, only Meister products have full task 

integration and allow us to design our own memory cards. 

Collaborative writing 

Organizing convenient collaboration on documents is very important for successful scientific work [16]. All the 

presented tools allow writing simple notes directly in the task. MeisterNote has advanced note-editing features. Its 

functionality is close to OneNote, and it is not very suitable for writing scientific articles. We did not consider the 

option of working in LibraOffice or OpenOffice for ourselves because we have been using Microsoft products for 

a long time and have not found any reason to stop using them. 

However, using free office software can be a good solution for minimizing costs. Complete tools for co-authoring 

articles, presentations and spreadsheets are only available from Microsoft and Google. Successful work requires 

creating storage space in the tool’s cloud storage or in a cloud storage platform you are already using. The last 

option is preferable from our point of view. First, the Office365 document attached to the task can only be edited 

by downloading on the computer. After editing, you need to attach the document to the task again. In some cases, 

the names of the documents do not change, which then requires manual version control to avoid over-writing 

another author’s work. Sending document copies to co-authors by email is worse. Second, the choice of third-party 

cloud storage allows you to flexibly configure access rights to documents. For example, a user can see a task but 

cannot edit it. Roles and administrator functions ensure access rights only on paid plans in Trello, Meister and 

Asana. Third, you should only use version-controlled services to avoid losing information. 

Reference managers 

Collaborative work on a scientific article is an essential part of the professional progress of students and residents. 

All products could share writing text, but only a few could work with a list of references. Automated bibliography 

compilation is an essential tool for a scientist’s work. Unfortunately, only MS Word has quality integration with 

reference managers (Mendeley, Zotero, EndNote, etc.). We only found two products that integrate a reference 
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manager with Google Docs–Paperpile [17] and Zotero [18]. We have found the combination of Microsoft Word 

and Mendeley to be effective when working with scientific articles. Our experience showed that this combination 

works stably and requires minimal setup and financial costs. You can find a convenient solution for yourself by 

reading the key characteristics of reference managers [19]. 

Storage 

The size of files for collaboration (text, spreadsheet, presentation) usually does not exceed 30–50 MB. Therefore, 

the file size limitations on Trello starter plans, Meister and Asana (see Table 1) have little impact on the choice of 

collaboration tool. If a file exceeds the size limit, it can be uploaded to another form of cloud storage. All services 

have integrations with the most popular cloud storage options. 

Supported cloud storage: 

● Trello: Trello, Google Drive, Dropbox, Box, OneDrive 

● Office365: OneDrive 

● Meister: MeisterTask, Google Drive, Dropbox, Box, MindMeister 

● Bitrix24: Bitrix24, Google Drive, OneDrive 

● Google Workspace: Google Drive 

● Asana: Asana, Google Drive, Dropbox, OneDrive/SharePoint 

We believe that Google Drive is a good solution for most users. 

In our experience, it is better to collaborate on documents in standard formats. Microsoft Office is the most 

common format used for documents in the scientific community. In this situation, style formatting errors are 

eliminated and working with reference managers is simplified. In MeisterTask, OneDrive support is currently only 

available through Zapier. 
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Automating 

Productivity tools should always have built-in mechanisms for the automation of routine actions. Examples of 

tasks that can be automated are deferred posting to social networks, creating repetitive tasks, and assigning 

responsibility depending on the status of the task. Basic automation tools are available for all tools other than 

Google Workspace. In Office365, automation can be implemented through macros or Power Automate [20]. 

Despite the user-friendly interface and templates, customizing processes could take time. If the built-in automation 

tools in Trello, Meister and Asana are not sufficient, additional automation services such as Zapier and IFTTT (If 

This Then That) can be used. 

 

Integrations 

All products reviewed have an impressive list of integrations and tasks that could be solved within the product 

ecosystem.  The tool pages provide a list of supported integrations with third-party services [21-25]. In our 

situation, the most useful integrations were available through the Zapier service [26], which allows automating 

most routine processes. For example, a task in Taskmanager about the upcoming meeting of the research group 

could be created. Then, creating a meeting in Zoom, posting meeting information on social media, adding a 

meeting to a calendar, and sending an automated email happens without additional intervention according to the 

configured processes. 

Integration with the calendar allows adding tasks to each participant’s schedule. Duplication of email and push 

notifications helps users not miss a task in the case of technical problems. 

We also recommend considering application programming interface (API) tools to integrate tools with software 

with no ready-made templates. 

  

Settings complexity 

Integrations in Trello, Meister and Asana do not require any special computer knowledge. The settings in Zapier 

and IFTTT are intuitive and provided with step-by-step prompts according to the "if-then-else" algorithm. 
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Microsoft has its own process automation product, Power Automate, with many templates [20]. This tool could be 

used both in the desktop version and browser extension. Google Workspace has Apps Script [27], which requires 

programming knowledge and is more like Microsoft’s VBA macros. Automation for Google Workspace is best 

configured with tools like Zapier and IFTTT. 

Despite the many modules and extensions for configuring Bitrix24, it may require paid plans or programming 

skills. This tool is more focused on large business projects. 

Communication 

A unified communication environment is an important part of the organization of collaboration. Integrated means 

of communication (messenger, calls, video chats) are only available from Microsoft, Bitrix24 and Google. 

Communication in other tools could be organized by a large set of third-party services, or you may limit yourself 

to comments on the task card. Usually, there are enough notifications for mail in the mobile application. A group 

could be created in any messenger application used by all team members for quick communication. 

Platforms 

Some tools allow work on a smatphone, tablet, laptop or desktop without an Internet connection. In most cases, a 

web or cloud platform is sufficient for most work, using mobile messaging for quick replies or notes. Note that the 

desktop version of MeisterTask does not work without the Internet. Google has add-ons for the Chrome browser 

for offline work with documents, spreadsheets and presentations [28]. 

Pricing and Discount 

Cost is a key factor in choosing a tool. Comparing direct prices is difficult due to options in tariff plans. Some will 

be interested in a monthly subscription; others will price based on the number of participants in the tariff plan. 

Additional fees may apply for extensions. All tested tools have free starter plans with sufficient functionality to 

get started. During use, the tariff plan could be changed by the use of extensions. We recommend paying attention 

to discounts available for educational and non-commercial projects. Most plans offer an average discount of about 

50%. If your organization uses Office365 for Education, that's good news — basic Office365 applications and 

services are free. 
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Results and Discussion 

Every instrument was tested for 4 to 6 months. We do not summarize the points for each instrument in Table 1 

because there is no universal solution for organizing remote teamwork. We considered only the functions that we 

need at the moment. 

 

 Trello Microsoft 

Office365 

Meister Bitrix24 Asana Google 

Workspace 

Onboarding +++ ++ +++ + +++ ++ 

Project manager +++ Project+ 

Planner or 

ToDo+ 

Outlook+ 

Excel 

MeisterTask +++ +++ Sheets+ 

Gmail+ 

Tasks+ 

Calendar 

Mind map Add-on Visio MindMeister Add-on Add-on Add-on 

Сollaborative 

writing 

Add-on +++ Meisternote Add-on Add-on +++ 

Reference 

managers 

+ +++ + + + ++ 

Storage ∞* 1 Tb per user ∞* from 5 Gb ∞* from 30 Gb 

Automation +++ ++ +++ + +++ ++ 

Settings 

complexity 

+ ++ + +++ + + 

Integrations +++ +++ +++ ++ +++ +++ 

Communication + +++ + +++ + +++ 

Platforms ** 
                

Pricing & 

Discount 

++ ++ +++ + ++ ++ 

 

Table 1. Key features that influence the choice of collaboration tool for a distributed team.  

* - The lower-price plans limit the size of downloadable files (up to 10 Mb - Trello, up to 20 Mb - MeisterTask, 

up to 100 Mb - Asana).  

** - legend: platforms - web/cloud, - desktop, - mobile 

  

The choice between Trello and Asana is based on subjective design preferences. The functionality and integrations 

of these tools are very similar. Meister products offer a good ecosystem with easy customization. The disadvantage 

to us is a lack of native support for OneDrive (at the time of this article). This annoying flaw is fixed by the 

integration through Zapier. 

The main advantage of Bitrix24 is a huge number of built-in modules for business (CRM, various analytics options, 

website creation, IP-telephony, etc.). Such a comprehensive solution is more suitable for the organization of a 

scientific society or university management. We found that the complexity of configuring this software was not 
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repaid in benefits, even though it offers a “Project +” tariff plan for project activities. This tool makes sense if a 

very large project is planned, but some functions may remain unused even then.  

If your university uses Office365 for Education, most of the tools could be obtained immediately and for free. It 

only remains to choose the method of project management. We currently use Office365 Family, MeisterTask and 

MindMeister, which required the minimum time for setup. We do not actively use MeisterNote because it is not 

very suitable for writing a scientific article. We do not analyze the cost of the instruments in detail because the 

pricing policy may differ depending on the region and other conditions. 

Conclusion 

Using tools for collaborative work of a distributed team allowed us to not stop work on projects through a 

lockdown. The solutions we considered are far from the only ones. Solving the challenge of joint remote work on 

projects now is no longer a problem. Many tools on the market support productive work. A solution could be found 

without financial costs. The major problem is that it may be necessary to use several services for complex solutions. 

 

Declaration of interest section: The authors declare no conflicts of interest. 
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